
 

 
    

     
 

Prease find the updated information concerning the Covid19 protocol: 
 
1. HANDS DESINFECTION: Desinfection gel dispensers are at the entrance of each buiding. Please use them. 

2. MASKS: The use of masks is compulsory inside the CSMVigo unless for lunch or catering. 

3. DISTANCE: A distance of 1,5 meter is compulsory.  

4. AUDITORIUM SEATING PLACES: Please pay attention to the marked seats, to maintain distance rules. 

5. CATERING: It is not allowed to gather more than 10 people if tables are dressed outside or more than 6 if tables are 

dressed inside. Events rules prevent moving from table to table. We have to stay in the chosen table during each 

Coffee Break / Lunch. 

a. Coffee breaks (all days): Planned outside in our gardens. Several standing tables will be dressed up to 

10 people if outside or to up to 6 people if we have to move inside.  

b. 16.09 - Preconference Lunch: Planned outside in our gardens. Seating tables will be dressed up to 10 

people, 6 if we have to move inside. 

c. 16.09 - Welcome Dinner: Hotel “Pazo Los Escudos”. We will move by buses to the Restaurant. Masks are 

compulsory during the transport.  

i. Starters and snacks are planned outside in the gardens. Standing tables will be dressed for 10 

people.  

ii. Dinner is planned inside. Seating Tables will be dressed for 6 people. As the hotel requires to 

know who seats on each table, they will prepare forms to fulfill on each table.  

d. 17.09 - Lunch: Planned open air by good weather in Restaurant Nabeira. 

e. 18.09 – Coffee Break: Planned outside in our gardens. 

DEPARTURE: 

If you need to be tested before your departure, we can assist you to do an appointment in a laboratory close 

to the school at CENTRO MEDICO PINTADO (Rúa Hispanidade, 40) 

Antigen Tests results are delivered within 15-20 minutes in English and cost 30€. 

PCR Tests results cost 110€ and are delivered in 6 hours and sent to your email.  
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